
Solitaire

Rascalz

Thoughts communicated are real
And genuine thoughts that I feel
I know the deal
On the mind seal
On a state solitary
thoughts accumulate 
at a steady rate
So I debate those that are heavy
They demonstrate those who are ready
To choose one's conducting my fusion
for the solutions who contributes
hold up my sanity
Gonna before an institution
Intercepted with what catch up with 
shallow minded and leave me rejected
With no Play no eject it
capabilities of my mind undetected
Intake the cipher 

Never duplicate
Only innovate and originate 
As I create my solitary thoughts into words to demonstrate
Who dat Bless me
Who arrest me?
Took me to an unknown place
And then left me
To face haste
On my daily embrace
So much with productive
So I occupy space with eruptive
Seductive your mind gets f*cked with
Cuz I'm not reluctant to show this
For it is so crisp of
Forbidden scripts by the complex

Solitarily acquired
you cannot digest
my mentally inspired the conquest
and invest in self interest
The simplest
setting for second best

Thoughts I suffer in my own world
As it rotates, I demonstrate to the whole world

What I got within, when I'm all alone
I try to maintain, so I can hold my own

Individual its the Misfit
Rolling on the 3rd wheel
swerving back and forth
avoid the path of another
so I don't steer
thoughts in motion
When I appear to be in a 
Solemn condition
This is the first rendition 
I'm blind with the scientific emission
It will sting



A stitch in time
saves you in your rhyme
Ill wounds
Soliquay
Pendulum coming down parachuting
right spot
Follow with the firm fist
Trying to give you a clear picture
As I blend in
One with the instrumental
that's transcendental
Above and beyond your everyday
In the motive the
Ignorance will lead you astray
So with the reins in hand
ok lone star if you can
Continue?
Hazardous
and the High voltage of the
Mood swings
Showing another motive that's def
Leaving the serenity
My only sanctuary is
Within my observatory

Thoughts I suffer in my own world
 As it rotates, I demonstrate to the whole world
 What I got within, when I'm all alone
I try to maintain, so I can hold my own
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